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Conflict Update # 72 

May 27th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian forces began direct assaults on 

built-up areas of Severodonetsk without 

having fully encircled the city and will likely 

struggle to take ground in the city itself. 

Russian forces in Lyman appear to be 

dividing their efforts—attacking both 

southwest to support stalled forces in Izyum 

and southeast to advance on Siversk; they will 

likely struggle to accomplish either objective in 

the coming days. 

Russian forces in Popasna seek to advance 

north to support the encirclement of 

Severodonestk rather than advancing west 

toward Bakhmut.  

Positions northeast of Kharkiv City 
remain largely static, with no major attacks by 

either Russian or Ukrainian forces. 

Russian forces continue to fortify their 

defensive positions along the southern axis and 

advance efforts to integrate the Kherson 

region into Russian economic and political 

structures.  

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - 

Russian forces began direct assaults on built-up 

areas of Severodonetsk without having fully 

encircled the city and cut off the Ukrainian defenders whilst geolocated videos confirmed that Chechen units seized a 

hotel located in the northern part of Severodonetsk. Severodonetsk Military-Civil Administration Head Oleksiy Stryuk 

reported that Ukrainian forces previously repelled Russian attacks on the hotel on May 26, but Russian forces captured 

the position sometime on May 27. Luhansk Oblast Head Serhiy Haidai said that Russian forces also conducted offensive 

operations just southeast of Rubizhne toward Severodonetsk. They also continued to push on Severodonetsk via Ustynka 

and Borisvske just 9km and 14km southeast of the city, respectively. The Luhansk People’s Republic (LNR) falsely claimed 

that Russian forces cut off all routes and surrounded Severodonetsk, trapping Ukrainian units in the Severodonetsk 

cauldron, though this is untrue and Russian forces have not yet fully encircled Ukrainian defenders. Ukrainian sources 
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differed on the extent of Russian advances, with 

Stryuk estimating that Russian forces have 

encircled approximately two-thirds of 

Severodonetsk’s perimeter and Haidai stating 

Russian forces have only reached the city’s 

outskirts. 

 Russian forces likely seek to advance toward 

Slovyansk from Lyman to the north due to stalled 

operations south of Izyum. Ukrainian General Staff 

(UGS) reported that Russian forces shelled two 

settlements approximately 30km and 35km 

southeast of Izyum and conducted limited attacks 

south from Lyman. They have been unable to 

advance south from Izyum on the E40 highway due 

to Ukrainian resistance along the road and may 

now be changing their approach to attack toward 

Slovyansk from the northeast. The UGS also noted 

that Russian forces in Kharkiv Oblast are training 

personnel to replenish infantry, tank, and artillery 

units, and deployed the 29th Separate Railway 

Brigade from Smolensk to Kharkiv Oblast, likely to 

generate new forces and restore logistics to 

attempt to resume stalled offensive operations 

southeast of Izyum. 

Russian forces in Lyman are additionally attacking 

southeast toward Siversk as part of ongoing efforts 

to encircle Ukrainian defenders in the town, and 

will likely attempt to seize the roads leading to 

Severodonetsk from the northwest to sever Ukrainian ground lines of communication (GLOCs) in Luhansk Oblast. The 

UGS reported that Russian forces fired mortars and rocket-propelled grenades on settlements within a 20km range of 

northwestern Siversk and launched an airstrike on Siversk on May 27. Russian forces in Lyman appear to be dividing their 

efforts—attacking both southwest to support stalled forces in Izyum and southeast to advance on Siversk; they will likely 

struggle to accomplish either objective in the coming days based on past Russian performance. 

Russian forces attempted to seize access to two highways east and northeast of Popasna in a continued effort to partially 

disrupt Ukrainian GLOCs to Severodonetsk. The UGS reported that Russian forces continued assaults against villages 

adjacent to the T1302 highway from Bakhmut to Lysychansk, just northeast of Popasna. They also attacked east of 

Popasna to secure access to the T1303 highway to Lysychansk. Russian forces are likely prioritizing the Lysychansk 

direction, rather than advancing toward Bakhmut, to support Russia’s main effort operations in Severodonetsk. 

Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces did not launch any ground assaults against Ukrainian defenders 

north of Kharkiv City on May 27. Russian forces continued systematic shelling of Ukrainian-liberated villages to preserve 

their defensive positions near the Ukrainian-Russian state border. Ukraine’s Security Service reported that entire Russian 

units rioted and refused to conduct an offensive operation on Kharkiv City, though ISW cannot independently confirm 

this claim. 
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Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - 

Russian forces continued to fortify their 

positions along the southern axis. Ukrainian 

Military Intelligence Directorate (GUR) 

Representative Vadym Skibitsky reported 

that Russian forces are currently building a 

third line of defense in Kherson Oblast and 

are consolidating their control over railroads, 

airfields, and ports. The Zaporizhia Oblast 

Military Administration also said that Russian 

forces transferred land, air, and sea military 

equipment from Crimea on May 26, including 

24 "Grad” MLRS systems. The Ukrainian 

Southern Operational Command reported 

that Russian forces also continued to deploy 

reservists from Crimea. The UK Defense 

Ministry noted that Russian forces deployed 

50-year-old T-62 tanks from storage to the 

southern axis. 

 Russian forces launched an unsuccessful 

ground attack near the Kherson-Mykolaiv 

Oblast border and continued artillery and 

airstrikes throughout southern Ukraine, the 

first attack near Kherson for several weeks. 

This attack is unlikely to be part of a wider 

offensive operation. Russian forces also 

launched a missile strike on the Motor Sich 

Plant in Zaporizhia City on May 26 but missed 

the target and damaged residential 

infrastructure nearby. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Russian forces continued to set conditions for the long-term occupation of 

Ukraine’s southern regions. Ukrainian Military Intelligence Directorate (GUR) Representative Vadym Skibitsky reported 

that their occupation forces are likely preparing for referendums on the occupied territories in September or October.  

Russian occupation authorities began transitioning Zaporizhia Oblast to the Russian time zone and introducing Russian 

license plates; they also promised to establish new subsidy and tax systems in the near future. Russian occupation officials 

are additionally reportedly attempting to create an Internal Ministry subordinate to the Kherson Oblast Civil-Military 

Administration to support occupation administration and possibly support integration with Russia’s own Internal 

Ministry. The Zaporizhia Oblast Military Administration reported that Russian authorities continued to hand out Russian 

passports to Melitopol residents, which will allow the Kremlin to mobilize and control the movements of inhabitants of 

the occupied territories and conscript them for military service. These efforts will also allow the Kremlin to claim it is 

protecting Russian citizens, as it did in the DNR and LNR prior to February 24. 

Russian occupation officials are struggling to subdue Ukrainian partisan activity in the south. The GUR intercepted a call 

with a Melitopol resident who noted a rise in unspecified partisan activity in Kyrylivka, a coastal town just south of 
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Melitopol. GUR representative Skibitsky also claimed that Russian forces began avoiding bridges and roads, likely to avoid 

Ukrainian partisan attacks. 

Immediate items to watch 

• Russian forces are likely reinforcing their grouping north of Kharkiv City to prevent further advances of the 

Ukrainian counteroffensive toward the Russian border, and may commit elements of the 1st Tank Army to 

northern Kharkiv in the near future.  

• They are unlikely to advance rapidly in direct assaults against Severodonetsk, but supporting operations to fully 

encircle the town will likely continue to secure incremental gains. 

• Occupation forces in Mariupol will continue to strengthen administrative control of the city but are likely unsure 

of what the ultimate annexation policy will be. 

• Russian forces are likely preparing for Ukrainian counteroffensives and settling in for protracted operations in 

southern Ukraine. 

Russia Loads Cruise Missiles Onto Submarines 

in Black Sea After U.S. Threat - Srategic movement 

in the Black Sea continues with Russia reportedly 

loading cruise missiles onto a pair of submarines 

among its Black Sea fleet. This comes just days after a 

report that stated the U.S. was preparing to target the 

Russian fleet to free up paths for Ukraine to export 

grain. 

Two Russian submarines have already moored at 

berths in the South Bay of Sevastopol to onload the 

Kalibr missiles, according to the Ukrainian media outlet 

Kyrm.Realii. 4 of these "Caliber" types of missiles will 

be loaded upon 2 of the 6 Varshavyanka submarines, which are designed to fire these kind of missiles that have both 

land and sea capability strikes. 

Putin in 2017 said these missiles have the ability to strike a target from 870 miles from the underwater vessels.  

On Tuesday, a Ukrainian defense minister said the Black Sea fleet of Russia was planning to use the submarine missiles 

for strikes on the Ukraine territory. 

"Now the ship's composition is used to strike with cruise missiles, this is a clear combat duty - two frigates, four small 

missile ships, two submarines, constantly on combat duty and constantly striking our territory using Caliber cruise 

missiles," said Vadym Skibitsky, the Main Intelligence Directorate of the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine. 

"The effective work of the Ukrainians on warships convinced (the US) to prepare a plan to unblock the ports," 

Gerashchenko tweeted. "Deliveries of powerful anti-ship weapons (Harpoon and Naval Strike Missile with a range of 250-

300 km) are being discussed." 

Russian Fleet U.S. Plans to Destroy Has Missiles Ready to Fire - The US is reportedly working on a plan to help 

remove a Russian blockade of Ukraine's ports, with one Ukrainian official indicating that the possible plan could involve 

attacking Russian ships with missiles "ready for use." 
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Last week Anton Gerashchenko, a Ukrainian Ministry of Internal Affairs adviser, posted on Twitter that the United States 

is "preparing a plan to destroy the Black Sea Fleet," according to a translation of the tweet. That possible plan has 

attracted further comment from Ukraine's Ministry of Defense. 

Oleksandr Motuzianyk, a spokesman for the defense ministry, stated that Russia has missiles that are ready to be 

deployed among its Black Sea fleet, the Kyiv Independent tweeted. 

Motzuianyk's statement came as some have fears that Russia's blockade in the Black Sea could threaten food supplies, 

resulting in a possible food shortage. An estimated 20 Russian naval vessels are reportedly blocking Ukraine's ports. 

Russian concentration – Although reports detail small Russian advances in eastern Donbas, these advances are 

restricted to that geographic region. This is the purpose of their current offensive(s). 

Russia is throwing everything it has, including 50-year-old re-commissioned tanks and retired veterans into the conflict 

and deploying restricted weaponry such as incendiary bombs, in order to make a last-ditch effort to capture, subdue and 

incorporate the Donbas into Russia. 

They can then declare “victory” and claim, that now this is Russian territory, they can resist any “invasion.”   

Any “invasion” - their constitution demands this as a pre-requisite for any declaration of war – justifies them to mobilize 

and use weapons not previously introduced.  

This prompts internal dangers for Russia in that it, among others,  

(i) indicates their “Special Military Operation” has failed and sends the wrong message to the Russian people,  

(ii) sees current conscript “contracts” replaced by mobilization orders,  

(iii) brings more “Moskovite” soldiers into play as this is where the majority of the population resides,  

(iv) brings “Russian mothers” into play as now they stand to lose their sons in a war they don’t want and  

(v) dramatically increases further (Russian) casualties, particularly from western draft areas around Moscow as 

mentioned above, hitherto left relatively unscathed by the war. 

When Moskovites start seeing death notices and body bags returning, awareness levels will rise dramatically. Up to now 

casualties have been predominantly from outlying areas and ex-Soviet countries. 

Russian authorities have been “dripping” death notices into far-flung and remote areas in the belief that by marginalizing 

the process, they can minimize the reaction and “group awareness.” 

This will change. 

Ukraine will not abide by any such declaration of a “New Russia”, one that includes the Donbas. They will reject any 

ceding of land and fear that, as before, Russia will merely stand down, re-group and then re-engage in pursuit of the 

wider prize of the entire Ukraine as part of Russia. 

The world at large will also not recognize any such “New Russia,” and sanctions will prevail. 

Unfortunately, this is all Russia can do, as they are engaging in a “Battle of the Bulge” in the Donbas as a last ditch effort 

to create the premise of their “New Russia.” 

Failing this, they have very limited options available to them – weapons of mass destruction and tactical nuclear device 

introduction - the latter invoking huge and immediate response. 

To ward this off, we should look for the following, among others, in favor of Ukraine 

• Provision of longer-range artillery 
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• Provision of defensive missile batteries 

• Use of anti-ship missiles in the south where vessels are bombing Odessa and southern Ukraine from the sea 

• Establishment of a free and protected shipping channel from southern Ukraine into the Medtiterranean Sea, 

allowing grain exports in pursuit of reducing any threat of international food shortages (this may force the US 

into the conflict) and will require Turkish support 

• Partisan warfare behind enemy lines in the Donbas 

• Striking supply lines in Russia itself 

• IMO (International Maritime Organization) sanctioning of Russian ports and vessels to offset their (Russian) 

blockading of Ukrainian ports 

• Higher desertion rate in Russia 

Headed for a long-term conflict, this serves Ukraine better than Russia, all things being equal.  

As the Russian military position deteriorates and sanctions begin to fully register against the Russian people, Ukraine will 

see increasing support from NATO, EU, UK and the US and will have “deeper pockets” than Russia. 

A Russia of course that continues in a “Special Military Operation” and not a “War”. 

Looking further down the road, this is about a 30-year strategy, and not a 6-month regional conflict. Russia succeeding, 

aligning with China in a new “World Order,” and creation of an alternative commercial, strategic and trading bloc around 

BRI, Middle East, ASEAN and South American membership, cannot be allowed. 

It needs to be stopped now, which is why it is essential to ensure Ukraine doesn’t fall “east.” 

See commentary below in “Geopolitics” section.  

Russia's invading forces are "steadily" inching their way forward in eastern Ukraine, pummeling Kyiv's troops with 

artillery, tank, and mortar strike after strike as they attempt to surround and sever supply lines to two cities, 

Severodonetsk and Lysychansk. 

In response to these developments, NATO and the US are preparing to “up-arm” Ukraine in order that they can retaliate 

and defend themselves – see following report 

The U.S. could soon send Ukraine "advanced long-range rocket systems," including HIMARS, CNN 

reported Thursday. "This is a big deal and it is a significant factor in whether Ukraine will be able to retake 

terrain from Russia over the summer," said Russia-watcher Rob Lee. However, the longer range of these 

weapons is causing some U.S. officials to hesitate before transferring them to the Ukrainians. "One 

workaround could be to provide Ukraine with shorter-range rocket systems," CNN writes; but it's not clear 

what that might be just yet. Read more about those deliberations, here. 

Russian Progress in Ukraine Is Only Incremental - Despite an enormous advantage in numbers, Russian forces 

attacking the Donbas region of Ukraine have made only "incremental progress," a senior defense official said today. 

Russia has deployed 110 operational battalion tactical groups in Ukraine, the official said. The majority are in the south, 

and the remaining groups are split and fighting in the Donbas region. Even with the preponderance of troop numbers, 

officials say Russian forces have made small gains. These gains are offset by Ukrainian gains on other battlefields, most 

notably around Kharkiv, Ukraine's second largest city. 

The Russian war on Ukraine is in its 92nd day, and Russia's strategy is evolving, the official said. At first, Russian forces 

aimed to capture the Ukrainian capital, Kyiv, and replace the democratically elected government. Three wings of the 

Russia army expected to quickly overtake the Ukrainian military. One wing attacked from the north; the second attacked 
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Crimea, and the third wing squeezed in from the east. "Well, that didn't work," the official said. "So, they started to try 

to carve off the whole Donbas region by coming south out of Kharkiv and north out of Mariupol." 

The Russians didn't make much progress on that, either, and have now switched to another objective. They're trying to 

pinch off the far eastern provinces on Ukraine, the official said. The fighting is hard and tough, and the switch in terrain 

and in the objective means a switch in battlefield tactics, leading to the increased importance of long-range fires. 

Nations are providing Ukraine with the capabilities it needs to fight the invaders. Of the 108 M-777 howitzers that nations 

pledged to Ukraine, 85 are now being used by the Ukrainian military the official said. These guns are firing some of the 

190,000 155 mm shells that have already been transferred to Ukraine. 

Russia has also dropped a terrifying rain of possible incendiary munitions, according to footage allegedly from 

Donbas on Thursday. A different slowly-descending mushroom cloud of incendiaries seems to have been deployed over 

Kharkiv this week as well. What are incendiaries? Human Rights Watch says they're "among the cruelest weapons used 

in contemporary armed conflict…Individuals who survive an initial attack often experience organ failure, lowered 

resistance to disease, lifelong disability, muscle weakness, and psychological trauma." 

Has Ukraine Broken the Russian Military? - 29,600 Russian troops ar reported to have died in the invasion, as 

Ukraine’s defense ministry claimed on Thursday. Russia is calling for more volunteers and raising the upper age limit of 

enlistees.  

The Russian military has also lost thousands of weapons, and in the last few weeks has scaled back from a three-pronged 

attack on Ukraine to a narrower effort to take the whole of the Donbas—and retain the parts it captured in 2014. The 

losses could make it difficult to wage war anywhere else in the short term, defense experts and officials said.  

“Russia has taken heavy losses in this campaign, which will reduce its ability to engage in conflict over the next few years,” 

said Ryan Brobst, a research analyst for Foundation for the Defense of Democracies.  

At full strength, Russia’s active-duty Army, including conscripts, has about 280,000 troops, according to the International 

Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS), which publishes an annual assessment of military end strengths and weapon 

worldwide. IISS reported in its February 2022 Military Balance report—the final one ante bellum—that Russia had more 

than 2,900 tanks in active use, including 2,000-plus T-72 variants, and another 10,200 T-72s and T-80s in storage. 

A senior defense official said Russia has committed more than 80 percent of “their entire battalion tactical groups” to 

invading Ukraine, 110 of which are currently in the Donbas region. 

Translated that implies that, within 3 months 

• 42% of Russia’s entire active-duty army is out of service  

• Russia has lost double the number of soldiers killed and quadruple the casualties that they suffered in the entire 

Afghan war of 10 years 

• 45% of its tanks have been destroyed 

• 40% of its armored vehcile capacity has been destroyed 

Small wonder then that it is pushing to “end” the conflict by capturing the Donbas region, as mentioned elsewhere in 

this Update. This is the only way it can save face and declare a “victory” for the sake of its Russian audience. 

Peace Talks 

Italian Prime Minister Mario Draghi, who had a phone call with Russian President Vladimir Putin on May 26, said 

during the call he felt not even a glimmer of hope for peace. 
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Putin 

New Punishments Await Russian Defectors as Putin Grows Alarmed Over Ukraine - Russia is considering a 

new law that would hand 20-year prison sentences to battlefield defectors and others who volunteer to fight for foreign 

armies – the latest sign of President Vladimir Putin’s growing alarm at the state of his invasion of Ukraine. 

Several Kremlin watchers familiar with inner workings in Moscow tell U.S. News the introduction of the bill reflects 

growing concern among Russian elites of the rates of defectors on the battlefield in Ukraine, along with reports that 

hundreds are volunteering to join specialized units in the Ukrainian army composed of disaffected Russian citizens. 

Speaking on the condition of anonymity, they say Moscow believes the law will help control the domestic population. 

“Russia has seen significant brain drain over the past three months,” Colin Clarke, senior research fellow at the private 

intelligence firm The Soufan Center says. “The longer the war drags on, the worse it looks for Putin, and thus, the more 

he will seek to control the population and the information environment within Russia.” 

“This could be a sign that the Kremlin is increasingly concerned that the war is becoming ever more unpopular 

domestically,” Clarke adds. 

British intelligence reported this week that Putin has grown frustrated with the performance of his battlefield 

commanders and his top military advisers, firing some and distancing himself from others. 

But among the most discomforting factors facing the Kremlin is a new, specialized Ukrainian army unit known as the 

Freedom of Russia Legion composed of Russian defectors. Established weeks after Russia’s invasion on Feb. 24, legion 

leaders said earlier this month that they receive hundreds of applications to join each day. 

“There are a lot of people who want to,” a Russian representative said during a press conference organized by Ukraine’s 

Interfax news agency on May 4. 

“Our legion also includes our Belarusian brothers. Our legion includes active and retired military of the Russian Federation 

and otherwise,” another soldier said. “People come from different countries to fight the Putin regime.” 

The unit has subsequently posted several videos to its Telegram channel that it claims depict forces capturing Russians 

operating in Ukraine. 

Russian Official Demands Putin End War, Gets Escorted Out of Meeting – A Russian official who demanded 

that Putin end the war against Ukraine was branded a traitor, escorted out of a high-level meeting and denied the right 

to vote, according to local media reports.  

During a meeting of the Legislative Assembly of Russia's 

Primorsky Krai in the far east of the country, a member of 

Russia's Communist Party faction, Leonid Vasyukevich, 

appealed to Putin to stop the months-long war in Ukraine 

and to withdraw his troops from the country. 

"We understand that if our country does not stop the 

military operation, there will be even more orphans in our 

country," said Vasyukevich. "During the military 

operation, young people who could bring great benefit to 

our country die and become disabled." He added, "We demand the immediate withdrawal of the troops of the Russian 

Federation." 
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Sanctions 

U.S. just seized a Russian ship carrying Iranian oil; and the contents are now headed stateside in a different vessel, 

Reuters reported Thursday from Greece. "It was unclear whether the cargo was impounded because it was Iranian oil or 

due to the sanctions on the tanker over its Russian nexus," Reuters reported, and noted, "Iran and Russia are facing 

separate U.S. sanctions." 

Russia is now exposed to a historic debt default: Here’s what happens next - Up until Wednesday, the U.S. 

Treasury Department had granted a key exemption to sanctions on Russia’s central bank that allowed it to process 

payments to bondholders in dollars through U.S. and international banks, on a case-by-case basis. 

However, the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control has allowed the exemption to expire as of 12:01 

a.m. ET on Wednesday, it was announced in a bulletin Tuesday. 

This exemption had enabled Russia to meet its previous debt payment deadlines, though forced it to tap into its 

accumulated foreign currency reserves in order to make payments. Russia has built up substantial foreign currency 

reserves in recent years and has the funds to pay, so will likely contest any declaration of default on the grounds that it 

attempted payment but was blocked by the tightened sanctions regime. 

Moscow has a deluge of debt service deadlines coming up this year, the first being today, when 100 million euros ($107 

million) in interest is due on two bonds, one of which requires dollar, euro, pound or Swiss franc payment while the other 

can be serviced in rubles. 

Reuters and The Wall Street Journal reported that the Russian Finance Ministry had already transferred funds in order to 

make these payments, but a further $400 million in interest is due late in June. 

In the event of a missed payment, Russia will face a 30-day grace period before likely being declared in default. 

Russia has not defaulted on its foreign currency debt since the Bolshevik Revolution in 1917. 

Russia’s situation is unlike the usual process for sovereign default, in which as a country nears default, it restructures its 

bonds with international investors. 

That’s not going to be feasible for Russia at this time because basically under the sanctions, nobody can do any business 

with them, so the normal scenario that we would see play out is not what we would expect in this case.”  

This will affect Russia’s access to global markets and potentially drive up asset seizures both domestically and overseas. 

We’re getting into some unknown territory. This is a major world economy and we’ll be seeing the fallout effect from the 

next few days for many years. 

Timothy Ash, senior emerging markets sovereign strategist at BlueBay Asset Management, said that it is only a matter of 

time now before Moscow defaults. 

“The right move by OFAC as this move will keep Russia in default for years to come, as long as Putin remains president 

and/or leaves Ukraine. Russia will only be able to come out of default when OFAC allows it to. OFAC hence retains 

leverage,” Ash said. 

“This will be humiliating for Putin who made a big thing with former German Chancellor Schroeder at the time Russia 

was last on the brink of a Paris Club default that great powers like Russia pay its debts. Russia can no longer pay its debts 

because of its invasion of Ukraine.” 
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Containment 

Finland needs ability to ‘react rapidly’ to any Russian aggression: Minister - Finland’s top diplomat said the 

country hasn’t seen an uptick in Russian aggression since it decided to join NATO but suggested the US should assist in 

Finland’s ability to “react rapidly” in the event its much larger neighbor does take malevolent action. 

Finnish Foreign Minister Pekka Haavisto told the Center for Strategic and International Studies today that since the NATO 

announcement days ago, Russian activity against Finland has been “normal,” except for “some” violations of Finnish 

airspace and Russia shutting off a natural gas pipeline that runs between the two countries. He added that those reprisal 

actions were “nothing surprising.” 

But when asked what his nation needs in the way of security assurances from the US as it goes through the NATO 

application process, Haavisto said, “At the moment, our border is peaceful — no particular threats. But of course, the 

capability to react rapidly if some threats occur.” 

Israel rejects U.S. request to approve missile transfer to Ukraine - Israel turned down a U.S. request to allow 

Berlin to supply Ukraine with anti-tank missiles produced in Germany with Israeli technology under an Israeli license, two 

U.S. and Israeli officials said. 

Why it matters: The issue of weapons supply is one of the last policy differences between the U.S. and Israel when it 

comes to the war. Under pressure from the Biden administration, Israel has adjusted its policy toward Moscow and 

gradually taken a more pro-Ukraine position than it did when Russia began its invasion. But it has so far not supplied 

advanced weaponry to Ukraine. 

Carl Gustaf ‘Rifle’: The Slayer Of Russian 

Tanks In Ukraine - Though it hasn’t yet racked up 

as big a kill tally in the Russo-Ukrainian conflict as, 

say the TB Bayraktar drones or the Javelin missile, 

the Carl Gustaf has certainly made its own big splash 

in the ongoing war. This has  been graphically 

demonstrated via weapon’ recent usage by 

Ukraine’s Kharkiv Territorial Defense Forces to 

destroy a T-90M main battle tank, arguably the most 

sophisticated MBT that the Russians have deployed 

in the invasion.  

Ukraine has received a number of these weapons 

systems from Sweden over the past month, with training now complete. 

US preparing to approve advanced long-range rocket system for Ukraine as Russian TV host warns of crossing 

a 'red line' - The Biden administration is preparing to step up the kind of weaponry it is offering Ukraine by sending 

advanced, long-range rocket systems that are now the top request from Ukrainian officials, multiple officials say. 
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The administration is leaning 

toward sending the systems as 

part of a larger package of 

military and security assistance 

to Ukraine, which could be 

announced as soon as next 

week. 

Senior Ukrainian officials, 

including Zelensky, have pleaded 

in recent weeks for the US and its 

allies to provide the Multiple 

Launch Rocket System, or MLRS. 

The US-made weapon systems 

can fire a barrage of rockets 

hundreds of kilometers — much 

farther than any of the systems Ukraine already has — which the Ukrainians argue could be a gamechanger in their war 

against Russia. 

Another system Ukraine has asked for is the High Mobility Artillery Rocket System, known as HIMARS, a lighter wheeled 

system capable of firing many of the same types of ammunition as MLRS. 

HIMARS is a C-130 air transportable wheeled launcher mounted on a 5-ton Family of Medium Tactical Vehicles XM1140A1 

truck chassis organic/assigned to Field Artillery Brigades. The current HIMARS includes an increased crew protection 

armored cab. HIMARS supports an expeditionary, lethal, survivable and tactically mobile force. 

Russia has in recent weeks pummeled Ukraine in the east, where Ukraine is outmanned and outgunned, Ukrainian 

officials have said. 

Earlier today, after CNN first reported the news, Russia warned that the United States will "cross a red line" if it supplies 

the systems to Ukraine. 

"The US intends to discuss the issue of supplying Ukraine with these weapons as soon as next week," Olga Skabeeva, a 

prominent Russian TV host, said on her high-profile show on the state network Rossiya-1. "At the present moment, the 

issue is being addressed by the US presidential administration. So now, we are not even talking about tactical weapons 

anymore, but about the operational-tactical weapons." 

She continued: "The US MLRS can launch shells over 500 kilometers. And if the Americans do this, they will clearly cross 

a red line, and we will record an attempt to provoke a very harsh response from Russia." 

Geopolitics 

"Our relationship with the current leadership in Russia will never be the same," Norwegian deputy defense 

minister Bent-Joacim Bentzen said Thursday while standing beside his U.S. counterpart, Kathleen Hicks, on the American 

Navy ship USS Porter. "The invasion of Ukraine has fundamentally changed the security situation in both Europe and in 

Norway," he said. "Events in one region are going to influence dynamics in the other, therefore we have to reassess how 

we look at Nordic defense and defense cooperation," Bentzen said, referring to Sweden and Finland's recent applications 

to join NATO alliance. 
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US Lays Out Strategy to Outcompete China - U.S. Secretary of State Antony Blinken outlined the Biden 

administration's strategy to outcompete China in the next decade by investing in critical infrastructure, bolstering supply 

chain security and working with allies. 

He said the U.S. intends to "shape the strategic environment" to ensure Beijing does not move the world away from the 

universal values that have helped shape the international order for the past 75 years. 

He said the U.S. wants to prevent unintended crises and avoid creating a new Cold War. But he also outlined a series of 

concerns, including China's internal human rights practices, territorial disputes with neighbors and international trade, 

where the United States plans to continue to counter what he described as a more internationally assertive China. 

On Taiwan, Blinken said the U.S. opposes any unilateral changes to the status quo from either Beijing or Taipei. However, 

Blinken said what has changed is Beijing's behavior. 

"Beijing has engaged in increasingly provocative rhetoric and activity, like flying PLA aircraft near Taiwan on an almost 

daily basis. These words and actions are deeply destabilizing; they risk miscalculation and threaten the peace and stability 

of the Taiwan Strait," he said. 

Washington will work with allies to "defend and strengthen the international law, agreements, principles and institutions 

that maintain peace and security, protect the rights of individuals and sovereign nations, and make it possible for all 

countries â€” including the United States and China to coexist and cooperate." 

"The United States does not want to sever China's economy from ours or from the global economy though Beijing, despite 

its rhetoric, is pursuing asymmetric decoupling, seeking to make China less dependent on the world and the world more 

dependent on China. For our part, we want trade and investment as long as they're fair and don't jeopardize our national 

security," Blinken said yesterday. 

Both the U.S. and China are navigating economic challenges of rising fuel prices and inflation. But a new independent 

analysis from Bloomberg Economics projected that this year, for the first time since 1976, the U.S. economy is poised to 

grow at a higher average annual rate than the Chinese economy. 

Blinken also renewed Washington's profound concerns over China's human rights practices, including charges of 

genocide and crimes against humanity in Xinjiang terms the United States and other nations have used but Beijing rejects. 

China wants 10 Pacific nations to endorse sweeping agreement - China wants 10 small Pacific nations to 

endorse a sweeping agreement covering everything from security to fisheries in what one leader warns is a “game-

changing” bid by Beijing to wrest control of the region, AP reports. 

A draft of the agreement obtained by The Associated Press shows that China wants to train Pacific police officers, team 

up on “traditional and non-traditional security” and expand law enforcement cooperation. 

China also wants to jointly develop a marine plan for fisheries — which would include the Pacific’s lucrative tuna catch 

— increase cooperation on running the region’s internet networks and set up cultural Confucius Institutes and 

classrooms. China also mentions the possibility of setting up a free trade area with the Pacific nations. 

China’s move comes as Foreign Minister Wang Yi and a 20-person delegation begin a visit to the region this week. 

In Washington, U.S. State Department spokesman Ned Price expressed concern Wednesday about China’s intentions, 

saying Beijing might use the proposed accords to take advantage of the islands and destabilize the region. “We are 

concerned that these reported agreements may be negotiated in a rushed, nontransparent process,” Price told reporters. 

He warned that China “has a pattern of offering shadowy, vague deals with little transparency or regional consultation 
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in areas related to fishing, related to resource management, development, development assistance and more recently 

even security practices.” 

US Navy could offer retired Littoral Combat Ships to South American nations - The US Navy has spent much 

of its time this budget cycle defending its choice to retire nine Littoral Combat Ships, and today the service’s top admiral 

floated another option that would keep the ships on active duty, just not for the US: Give them to allies and partners. 

“There are countries in South America that will be able to use these ships that have small crews and so instead of just 

considering scrapping as the single option, I think there are others that we can look at sir,” Chief of Naval Operations 

Adm. Michael Gilday said yesterday before the Senate Appropriations Committee. 

There is a variety of options the Navy has for what to do with a ship after it leaves the operational fleet, from taking it 

out of commission where it could be potentially recalled to service later, to selling the ships to foreign countries or 

partners or sending it to be scrapped for parts and raw materials. 

US seeking closer Greece ties to contain Turkey, analyst says - Turkey’s growing leverage as a regional power in 

the wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has prompted the United States to strengthen ties with Greece as a means of 

containing Turkey, a local expert told state-run Anadolu agency in an analysis published on Friday.  

“Turkey’s rise as an autonomous regional power is the main factor in this intensifying Greek-US cooperation,” Hasan 

Koni, a professor at Istanbul Kultur University, told Anadolu.  

Turkey’s “Blue Homeland” foreign policy doctrine, the growing capabilities of the Turkish Navy, and Ankara’s role in the 

Libya and Nagorno-Karabakh conflicts, Koni said, have had “a profound impact on Greek decision-makers.” 

At the same time, Koni said, Washington’s decision to strengthen security ties with Greece is aimed at “containing 

Turkey… by empowering Greece,” he said, referring to the ratification of the Mutual Defense Cooperation Agreement 

(MDCA), the potential purchase of advanced US-built F-35 fighter jets, and Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis’ recent 

meeting with US President Joe Biden. 

BRI Blowback 

China and Sri Lanka’s Debt Crisis: Belt and Road Initiative Blowback - Sri Lanka is in the grip of an 

unprecedented crisis. For several months, the country has been reeling under a severe foreign exchange crisis. In early 

May, Foreign Minister Ali Sabry said that its usable forex reserves were just $50 million. As a result, Sri Lanka has been 

forced to suspend repayment of $51 billion worth of debt owed to China, Japan and other foreign creditors. 

 The country has also been unable to pay for imports of essential commodities, and has experienced serious shortages of 

food, fuel and medicine. The economic crisis has in turn triggered a political crisis. Public anger has boiled over onto the 

streets. Angry protesters have been calling for the resignation of President Gotabaya Rajapaksa and his brother, Prime 

Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa. The Rajapaksa family has dominated Sri Lankan politics for decades and several members 

of the family are in positions of power as ministers, legislators or heads of corporations and departments. Sri Lankans 

want the entire clan out. Some of them, including Mahinda, resigned under public pressure in recent months. Although 

Gotabaya remains president and under the country’s executive presidential system, continues to wield enormous power, 

it is evident that the influence of the Rajapaksas has declined. 

The unfolding crises in Sri Lanka have implications beyond the island. China is among Sri Lanka’s largest bilateral lenders 

and has played a big role in the island’s infrastructure development. Sri Lanka is a part of China’s Belt and Road Initiative 

(BRI). Despite China’s pledges that BRI would boost Sri Lanka’s economic and social development by transforming it into 

“the hub of the Indian Ocean,” Chinese loans are widely believed to have pushed the country into a ‘debt trap.’ How have 
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the crises impacted China’s image in Sri Lanka and will the decline of the Rajapaksas, widely regarded as ‘pro-China,’ 

impact Sino-Sri Lankan relations? Finally, will the Sri Lankan crises affect the fate of BRI? 

Relations between China and Sri Lanka, which have been traditionally close, warmed considerably beginning in 2005, 

when Mahinda began the first of his two terms as president. China was among the strongest supporters of his 

government’s unrestrained military offensives against the secessionist Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and 

provided it with weaponry. Following the defeat of the LTTE in May 2009, the Rajapaksa regime came under western 

pressure for alleged war crimes against Tamils in the final stages of the civil war. Despite widespread charges of human 

rights violations, China largely shielded Sri Lanka from international pressure 

During Mahinda’s second presidential term (2010-15), China significantly expand its role in Sri Lanka. It extended 

Colombo massive loans for infrastructure projects including ports, airports, bridges, highways and a city on reclaimed 

land. Analysts warned that the “ill-conceived, uneconomical and environmentally costly projects [would] bring little or 

no benefits” to Sri Lanka. China’s strategic influence in Sri Lanka also grew. In 2014, Chinese submarines docked at 

Colombo harbor twice, despite India’s objections. 

In January 2015, Mahinda Rajapaksa was defeated in the presidential election as was his Sri Lanka Podujana Party (SLPP) 

in parliamentary elections a few months later. The end of Rajapaksa rule, during which Sino-Sri Lankan relations had 

grown remarkably, was expected to result in a decline in the Chinese presence in Sri Lanka and a more balanced 

relationship with the other big powers. However, neither China’s role in Sri Lanka’s economy nor its strategic grip 

diminished in the 2015-2019 period, when the Rajapaksas were the political opposition. Sri Lanka’s borrowing from China 

continued throughout that period. 

Unlike India, China has not had to contend with anti-China sentiment and protests in Sri Lanka in the past, but this has 

changed with the recent economic crisis. Beijing is widely seen as responsible for running Sri Lanka into a debt trap. “The 

Rajapaksas’ corruption and closeness to China and their heavy borrowing from China for projects, which earned Sri Lanka 

little, are being blamed for the collapse of the Sri Lankan economy and the food and fuel shortages,” a Sri Lankan 

government official said. 

China’s image and credibility in Sri Lanka has taken a severe beating in recent months. Given the mood at the protest 

sites, China’s stock in Sri Lanka has never been lower. “That Beijing has been less generous than India has not gone by 

unnoticed,” the Sri Lankan government official interviewed for this article said. Should the political situation in the island 

worsen and result in the resignation of Gotabaya as well, China would lose its strongest patrons in the island – the 

powerful Rajapaksa family, he said. 

Lessons from Sri Lanka’s Crisis 

This is the case with other BRI countries too. China’s deep pockets and willingness to fund their infrastructure 

development drew several Asian and African countries to join BRI. Of course, these countries have been observing Sri 

Lanka’s experience in recent years, including its handing over of Hambantota Port to China and they have drawn lessons 

from it.  

Bangladesh has been careful to maintain healthy foreign exchange reserves, while Nepal has discussed its preferred 

approach of relying on grants and avoiding commercial loans as it has graduated from low income to lower middle-

income country.” They will be monitoring the current crisis for the role that Sri Lanka’s Chinese loans played in triggering 

the crisis. If Sri Lanka, a country with relatively good socio-economic indicators had to collapse the way it did, what would 

be the fate of less developed BRI countries like Myanmar or Ethiopia? Asian and African countries would be watching to 

see how China responded to Sri Lanka’s crisis. 

In January, the Gotabaya government appealed to China for a restructuring of its debt payments. That Beijing has been 

reluctant to do so – its hesitancy is being attributed to a difficult economic situation at home due to the pandemic and a 
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reluctance to get mired in a messy political situation in Sri Lanka  – would not have been missed by other BRI borrowers. 

Certainly, Sri Lanka’s economic crisis will make BRI countries more cautious borrowers but given their need for financial 

resources, they may continue to engage with China. 

The Sri Lankan political and economic crises are a setback for China. It has sullied its image as a lender in the eyes of not 

just the Sri Lankan people but also, governments and people in other developing countries, especially BRI member-states. 

However, given their need for funds to finance infrastructure development and the fact that as of now, only China has 

the deep pockets to extend loans, their dependence on Beijing will continue. How Sri Lanka manages its borrowings from 

the IMF and deals with its crises will also impact the future of Sino-Sri Lankan relations. 

NATO 

Finland, Sweden Would Contribute Militarily to NATO on ‘Day One,’ General Says - Finland and Sweden’s 

accession into NATO would immediately enable the alliance to better deter Russia, the Biden administration’s nominee 

to be NATO’s supreme allied commander told Congress yesterday. 

Whether to accept the two countries’ applications will be a diplomatic and political decision, one that will require the 

unanimous approval of member government bodies, including the U.S. Senate. But from a military perspective, the 

integration should be seamless, said Gen. Christopher Cavoli, the commander of U.S. Army Europe and Africa who has 

been tapped to be NATO’s supreme allied commander and the head of U.S. European Command.  

“I look forward to the accession of 

Finland and Sweden to the 

alliance,” Cavoli told the Senate 

Armed Services Committee. “Each 

of those militaries brings quite a bit 

of capability and capacity to the 

alliance from day one.” 

Finland’s well-trained and well-

equipped military is “absolutely 

expert” in defending its 830-mile 

border with Russia, Cavoli said. The 

Finnish military already uses 

American-made F/A-18 fighter jets 

and announced in February that it 

would buy 64 F-35 jets, so 

equipment from both nation’s 

militaries will be easily 

interoperable. 

Though Sweden has a smaller 

military, it is investing heavily in 

defense and will boost military 

spending by more than $300 million 

in 2022. Cavoli also highlighted the 

important capability it will bring to 

deter Russia at sea.  
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“Critically, they bring a Navy in the Baltic Sea, which will be of enormous military significance for the alliance,” he said. 

“The entire [Baltic] Sea with the exception of a few kilometers will be coastline of NATO nations, which will create a very 

different geometry in the area.” 

Impacts 

To understand what’s really happening in Ukraine, Follow the Gas Lines on This Map, follow the gas lines, and 

the money. 

The ongoing Ukraine crisis is often cast as a 

battle of values, East versus West. But 

another way of looking at things is to follow 

the old gas lines. 

Some 60% of Ukraine’s consumed gas 

comes from Russia.  

Russian supplies help Moscow keep a firm 

grip on other former Soviet states like 

Moldova and Georgia. Russia once 

previously threatened to cut off Moldova’s 

gas supply during the winter if the country 

continued on its pro-EU economic course. 

“We hope,” said Russia to Moldavians, “that you will not freeze.” 

Russia is Europe’s largest natural gas supplier, supplying about one-third of the continent’s natural gas, more than half 

of which travels through Ukraine. Important pipelines pass through Ukraine to Slovakia, and then on to Germany, Italy, 

and Austria. 

Widening of Conflict 

Russian blockade of Ukraine’s grain exports may require U.S. intervention, general says - A US general who 

is set to become the next supreme commander of NATO allies warned yesterday that a Russian blockade of Ukrainian 

grain exports could open up terrorist networks in other parts of the world and could require US military intervention to 

prevent destabilizing global markets. 

General Christopher Cavoli, commander of all US Army forces in Europe and Africa, told members of the Senate Armed 

Services Committee that groups including the Islamic State, al-Shabab and Boko Haram would benefit from the food. The 

deficit caused by the war. These groups, he says, “feed on weak governance, food insecurity, corruption and poverty.” 

Cavoli appeared on Capitol Hill as part of the approval process to lead US and NATO forces in Europe. 

Ukraine is the world’s largest exporter of sunflower oil, the fourth largest exporter of corn and the fifth largest exporter 

of wheat. Western officials have accused Moscow of using the food for blackmail because US intelligence estimates that 

the Russian navy effectively controls all traffic in the northern third of the Black Sea. 

There were mixed signals yesterday about Russia’s willingness to release any wheat, now in danger of rotting, while it is 

on merchant ships unable to leave Ukraine’s seaports. Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov said ships carrying Ukrainian 

grain would not be allowed to leave until Western governments lift their sanctions on Russia. Hours later, Italian Prime 

Minister Mario Draghi told reporters that Russian President Vladimir Putin had agreed in principle to release several 

million tons by telephone. The Kremlin’s transcript of the leaders’ conversation didn’t get that far. 


